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Sprint Store by Connectivity Source is Now Open at Red Mountain Gateway
(November 19, 2018) – Weingarten Realty (NYSE: WRI) announced Connectivity Source, one of
the nation’s largest Sprint authorized retailers, has leased 2,000 SF at Red Mountain Gateway.
This Target-anchored shopping center is located at one of Mesa’s primary retail intersections,
Power Road & McKellips Road, and serves the rapidly growing regional trade area in eastern
Phoenix, AZ.
Founded in 1999 Connectivity Source focuses on selling the latest wireless plans, handsets and accessories to consumer and
business customers. Connectivity Source operates approximately 250 stores in Arizona, Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida and Georgia.
“Connectivity Source is excited to continue its Arizona market expansion, which the Red Mountain Gateway location is an integral
part of. We have opened a temporary space in the center and are excited to move into our permanent space in Q1 2019” - Scott
Aronstein, President and CEO of Connectivity Source.
Weingarten Realty was represented by Senior Leasing Director, Brooke J Harvey. Connectivity Source was represented by its
Director of Real Estate, Derryck Noser.
About Weingarten Realty Investors

Weingarten Realty Investors (NYSE: WRI) is a shopping center owner, manager and developer. At September 30, 2018, the Company owned or operated
under long-term leases, either directly or through its interest in real estate joint ventures or partnerships, a total of 185 properties which are located in 17
states spanning the country from coast to coast. These properties represent approximately 37.4 million square feet of which our interests in these
properties aggregated approximately 24.1 million square feet of leasable area. To learn more about the Company’s operations and growth strategies,
please visit www.weingarten.com.

